Abstract-Receivers for Partial Response MaximumLikelihood systems typically use a linear equalizer followed by a Viterbi detector. The equalizer tries to confine the channel intersymbol interference to a short span in order to limit the implementation complexity of the Viterbi detector. Equalization is usually made adaptive in order to compensate for channel variations. Conventional adaptation techniques, e.g. LMS, are in general suboptimal in terms of bit-error rate. In this paper we present a new equalizer adaptation algorithm that seeks to minimize bit-error rate at the Viterbi detector output. The algorithm extracts information from the Sequenced Amplitude Margin (SAM) histogram and incorporates a selection mechanism that focuses adaptation on particular data and noise realizations. From a complexity standpoint, the algorithm is as simple as the conventional LMS algorithm. Simulation results, for an idealized optical storage channel, confirm a substantial performance improvement relative to existing adaptation algorithms.
I. Introduction
The optimal receiver for estimating a data sequence in the presence of intersymbol interference (ISI) and additive Gaussian noise [1] can generally not be realized because of its excessive complexity. This fact has led to a development of a variety of suboptimal and lower complexity receivers.
In many practical systems, a linear equalizer is first used to shape the channel symbol response to an acceptably shorter target response. A Viterbi detector (VD), suitable for the target response, subsequently estimates the transmitted data sequence. Such systems are known as Partial Response Maximum-Likelihood (PRML) systems. PRML systems are widely used in digital recording systems [2] to combat the extensive ISI, present in the channel, especially at high recording densities.
Equalization in PRML systems is usually made adaptive in order to compensate for channel variations. One of the most popular adaptation methods is based on the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion [3] . This method minimizes the power of the error signal, with the error signal being the difference between the actual and the ideal (noiseless) VD input. This minimization is achieved regardless of correlation or data-dependency of the error signal, as caused, for example, by residual ISI (RISI) due to mis-equalization. However, it is known that RISI or correlated noise can cause considerable biterror rate (BER) degradation when compared to a system operating with a comparable amount of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and no RISI. Therefore MMSE equalization does not guarantee, in general, optimum BER performance.
To minimize BER, the equalizer must minimize RISI for data patterns that are critical for bit detection and might tolerate more RISI for less critical data patterns. In other words, the effort of equalization must be focused primarily on critical data patterns, by improving their corresponding detection Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). As far as noise correlation is concerned, the equalizer must seek an appropriate trade-off between noise correlation and RISI in order to achieve the best BER. These requirements cannot, in general, be fulfilled with MMSE equalization.
Adaptive minimum-BER equalization has been already studied for the case of full response equalization and sample-by-sample detection [4] and decision-feedback equalization [5] . However, in the context of PRML systems, no such studies have been reported. A step towards minimum-BER adaptive equalization was reported in [6] where a new equalizer adaptation criterion was derived from the Sequenced Amplitude Margin (SAM) [7] [8] . The novel idea in [6] , known as least-mean squared SAM error (LMSAM), is to base equalizer adaptation on minimizing the 'variance' of the SAM for particular bit patterns and error events. The error events considered by the LMSAM technique are single biterrors at transitions in the data. This restriction to single biterrors makes the LMSAM technique suboptimal for channels where other error events are important. Moreover, basing the equalizer adaptation on minimizing the SAM variance only is not optimal in general in terms of BER, as will be shown in this paper. This paper presents a new equalizer adaptation algorithm that seeks to minimize BER. The algorithm incorporates a selection mechanism that focuses equalizer adaptation only on a particular region of the SAM histogram. The relevant error events are extracted from within the VD. From an implementation standpoint, our algorithm is as simple as the LMS algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and nomenclature. Section III provides analytical steps needed to understand the behavior of the VD as a function of the error signal at its input. This allows us to propose a cost function for equalizer adaptation. Section IV explains the new equalizer adaptation scheme. Simulation results, presented in Section V, show the merits of our algorithm compared to existing ones. 
II. System Model and Nomenclature
A discrete-time model of a PRML system is shown in Fig. 1 . A binary sequence b k ∈ {±1} of length N is transmitted, at a rate 1/T , over a linear dispersive channel with finite impulse response h k . The channel output is corrupted by additive zeromean noise n k . The reasoning in this paper is quite general and does not assume any prior knowledge of the nature of the noise n k , e.g. Gaussian, stationary, data-dependent. The received or replay signal r k is the noisy channel output and is given by r k = (h * b) k + n k , where` * ´denotes convolution.
Because the channel impulse response is in general quite long and may be time-varying, adaptive Partial Response (PR) equalization [3] is used in order to transform the channel response to a shorter and well defined response. The equalizer impulse response w k is optimized so that the overall impulse response, at its output, is as close as possible to a prescribed short impulse response that we refer to as the target response g k . The equalizer output x k serves as input to a Viterbi detector (VD) that is matched to the target response g k and produces bit decisions b k . The detector input x k is ideally equal to the reference signal (g * b) k . One can write
where k denotes the error signal at the detector input. This error signal contains contributions of channel noise and RISI caused by mis-equalization. The equalizer coefficients are adaptively tuned based on the error signal k . Before proceeding with equalizer adaptation that minimizes BER, let us first understand, in the next section, the dependency of the VD performance on the error signal k .
For mathematical convenience we omit the delays of the different modules and the latency of the bit detector and assume that b k = b k .
III. Derivation of the adaptation criterion
The VD in Fig. 1 operates on a trellis that is matched to the target response g k . Every path in this trellis corresponds to an admissible bit sequence. The detector selects the sequence that leads to the smallest path metric in the trellis [1] . The metric of a bit sequence a k is given by the Euclidian metric
where the above summation is taken over all received symbols indices. An example of a 4-state trellis is shown in Fig. 2 state; the other path is discarded. Let us assume for the sake of the argument that the path corresponding to the transmitted bit sequence b k arrives at state S 0 at time kT . We denote by b (e k ∈ {0, ±1}) is referred to as the bit-error sequence. This erroneous ACS decision occurs with a probability:
The left part of (2) represents the probability that the ACS operation induces a decision error, by discarding the correct path, given the transmitted bit sequence b k and an admissible bit-error sequence e k , i.e. a sequence for which b k + 2e k is an admissible bit sequence.
With the assumption of an infinitely long backtracking depth in the VD, the overall BER is directly related to the probability of ACS errors over all possible data patterns and admissible bit-error sequences. Minimization of the probability of ACS error for a given bit-error sequence leads to minimization of BER for that specific bit-error sequence, i.e. of the contribution of this sequence to the overall BER.
The variable S(e) = M(b + 2e) − M(b) is known in literature as the Sequence Amplitude Margin (SAM) and was first introduced in [7] . Upon invoking (1), S(e) can be written as
where δ e is a column vector given by δ e,i = (g * e) i , δ T e δ e is the Euclidian weight of the bit-error sequence e k , and X e = δ T e denotes the correlation between δ e,k and the error signal k . Using (3), Eq. (2) can be rewritten as:
In order to minimize (4) for a particular bit-error sequence e k , optimal equalization must shape k , or equivalently the variable X e , such that Pr(δ T e δ e < X e ) is minimized. A first attempt towards this goal is to minimize E[X 2 e ] according to the LMSAM algorithm as suggested in [6] . (4) for the bit-error sequence e k .
In order to come up with a simple criterion on X e that is directly linked to minimization of (4) we make the following observations:
• First, an ACS error occurs only when δ T e δ e < X e . Therefore, it is natural to consider the values of X e only in a certain interval of interest, namely when X e is higher than a certain threshold around δ T e δ e .
• Second, although the distribution of X e is in general not Gaussian, its tail above δ T e δ e , or equivalently the tail of S(e) below zero, can be approximated with a Gaussian tail. This argument has been first used and validated in [8] in order to extract BER estimates from the SAM distribution. The validation of this argument in [8] was based on both simulated data and experimental replay signals taken from different optical disk systems. Consequently, we introduce the truncated version of X e over the interval ]T e , +∞[ where the threshold T e is a positive parameter smaller than δ T e δ e , i.e. 0 < T e ≤ δ T e δ e . The truncated version of X e is denoted by X e and is defined as
where the function 1l {Y } takes the value 1 if the boolean variable Y is true and 0 otherwise. Under the assumption that the tail of the distribution of X e over ]T e , +∞[ can still be approximated as a tail of a Gaussian, we will show that, for a judicious choice of T e , Pr(δ T e δ e < X e ) is an increasing function of E[X e ]. In other words, increasing E[X e ] leads necessarily to an increase in Pr(ACS error|b, e) and vice versa. In fact, if we denote by µ e and σ 2 e , respectively, the average and the variance of the Gaussian distribution that fits best the tail of the distribution of X e over ]T e , +∞[, see Fig. 3 , then one can write:
where the Q-function is defined as
Besides, it can be shown that E[X e ] = µ e Q Te−µe σe
}. This expression can be further simplified, over the SNR range of practical interest, by using the approximation Q(x) (
In order to make the argument of the Q-function in (7) proportional to that in (6) , an obvious choice of T e is T e = δ T e δ e . However, this choice of T e implies that X e is nonzero only when the VD makes a detection error and subsequently any equalizer adaptation in this case can only operate in a DataAided (DA) mode where prior knowledge of the transmitted bits is available. In order to be able to also operate in the Decision-Directed (DD) mode, where the detected bits are used in the adaptation loop, the threshold T e has to be taken strictly smaller than δ T e δ e . One can readily show that thresholds T e of the form
where α ∈ [0, 1], make the argument of the Q-function in (7) proportional to that of (6). In fact, such a choice of T e yields
It is apparent that minimizing (6) is equivalent to minimizing (9) . Thus, in order to minimize BER for a particular bit-error sequence e k , equalizer adaptation can be based on minimizing the following cost function:
where the threshold T e is given by (8) . T e δ e , one can simply neglect the dependency of T e on µ e . Unless specified otherwise, we fix a value of α and consider the threshold T e to be equal to (1−α)δ T e δ e . The next section presents the equalizer adaptation that minimizes the cost function ∆ e .
IV. Near minimum-BER equalizer adaptation
In the previous section, a cost function (10), which is directly related to the BER of the system of Fig. 1 , was derived. In this section we employ (10) in order to derive the Near Minimum-BER (NMBER) equalizer adaptation. The basic idea of the NMBER adaptation is to minimize (10) for all relevant bit-error sequences. The different functions ∆ e for the different bit-error sequences are then combined with different weights so as to achieve the best overall BER.
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For clarity, let us first focus on a given bit-error sequence e k and develop an adaptive equalization scheme that minimizes (10). The second part of this section combines the different minimizations of the different functions ∆ e such that the overall BER is optimized.
For a given bit-error sequence e k , an equalizer adaptation scheme that minimizes (10) can be based on the steepest descent algorithm. This consists of following at each iteration the opposite direction of the gradient of ∆ e with respect to the equalizer coefficients. The adaptation of the p th equalizer tap can be written as follows:
where w
p is the p th equalizer tap at time kT . The coefficient η (e) denotes the equalizer adaptation constant. Note that this adaptation constant is, in general, dependent on the error sequence e k . The reasons for this dependency are explained in the next paragraph. By using (5) and the equality
Upon replacing the expectation of X e in (10) by its instantaneous realization, (11) can be rewritten as: i.e. 1l {Xe>Te} , was rewritten in terms of path metrics in the VD trellis using (3). Now, if we consider a set of bit-error sequences, the overall BER can be seen as the accumulation of conditional biterror rates for each bit sequence and admissible bit-error sequence, weighted differently for every bit sequence and biterror sequence. More precisely, using the Bayes' rule, a union bound on the BER can be written as
where the summation is taken over all possible bit sequences b of length N and bit-error sequences e. The probability that a bit sequence b is transmitted and that e is an admissible biterror sequence is denoted by p(b, e). The Hamming weight of the bit-error sequence e, i.e. the number of non-zeros in e, is denoted by H w (e).
Observing the right part of (13), it is clear that the different distributions Pr(δ T e δ e < X e ) are combined with different weights for different bit-error sequences. This suggests that, in order to approximately minimize BER, the minimization of the different cost functions ∆ e should be weighted differently for different bit-error sequences. This justifies the dependency of η(e) on the bit-error sequence e k . It can be seen from (13) that optimal adaptation constants η(e) are proportional to H w (e). The weighting with p(b, e) is embedded in the averaging operation in the equalizer adaptation loop. For this reason the adaptation constants η(e) are taken to be of the form
where η 0 is a constant independent of the bit-error sequence e k . Bit-error sequences that have big Hamming weights result in higher adaptation constants and vice versa. The overall adaptation of the p th equalizer tap value is depicted in Fig. 4 . At every clock cycle kT , an ACS operation is employed at every state. At the decoding state, i.e. the state used for backtracking in the VD trellis, two quantities are derived. First, the difference in path metrics between the selected and the discarded paths is taken. Second, a bit-error sequence e k is derived as the bitwise difference between the two sequences corresponding to the discarded and the selected paths. The bit-error sequence e k is used to compute the vector
T , where the integer value L depends on the maximum length of relevant bit-error sequences. In the sequel, we simply fix L to the backtracking depth of the VD. The equalizer adaptation is enabled only when the difference in path metrics is smaller than T h (e) = 4αδ T e δ e . For simplicity, one can fix T h (e) to 4α min e δ T e δ e without any significant loss in performance. When the adaptation is enabled, the scalar product of the vector δ e with the equalizer input vector
T is computed, scaled with −η(e) and then passed to an ideal discrete-time integrator that produces the updated p th equalizer tap value.
A geometrical interpretation of the NMBER algorithm is provided in Appendix A.
V. Simulation Results
By way of illustration we consider an idealized optical storage channel according to the Braat-Hopkins model [9] 
where f c denotes the normalized optical cut-off frequency. Data b k is taken to be run-length-limited with run-length , k) = (1, 7) . The channel noise is Additive White and Gaussian (AWG) with a variance σ 2 n . Channel SNR is defined as SNR =
The normalized cutoff frequency f c of an optical recording channel depends on the laser wavelength, the Numerical Aperture (NA) of the objective lens and the channel bit-length. We use here the Bluray optical parameters, i.e. NA = 0.85, a laser wavelength λ = 405 nm and a track pitch of 320 nm. We consider two different disc capacities that are 23 GB and 30 GB on a single layer 12 cm disc. The corresponding channel bit-lengths are, respectively, T bit = 81 nm and T bit = 62 nm and the resulting normalized cut-off frequencies, given by f c = 2NA λ T bit , are respectively f c = 0.34 and f c = 0.26. The 23 GB channel is used, in the first part of this section, to compare the NMBER with respect to the LMS algorithm. The comparison between the NMBER with respect to the LMSAM algorithm is done in the second part of this section at 30 GB where a more pronounced improvement can be pointed out. To allow fair comparison between the different adaptation algorithms, all schemes are run in a Data-Aided (DA) mode where the prior knowledge of the transmitted bits is used to produce the error signal k .
In order to demonstrate the benefits gained by employing the NMBER equalizer adaptation over the conventional LMS adaptation at f c = 0.34, three target responses are considered. Fig. 5 shows that the NMBER algorithm outperforms the LMS algorithm by 1.5 dB at BER = 10 −5 . For the target response g 1 , the NMBER algorithm outperforms LMS by 0.6 dB. Moreover, whereas with the latter the difference in SNR between g 0 and g 1 is ∼1 dB, it is reduced to less than 0.1 dB using the NMBER algorithm. The SNR difference between the two targets in the case of LMS is explained by the fact that g 1 is better matched to the channel than g 0 . Because the 5-tap target response g 2 presents a good match to the channel response, the LMS adaptation is already very close to optimal in the case of additive and white noise n k . In this case, the NMBER algorithm is practically identical to its LMS counterpart over the whole SNR range. In addition, using LMS the 3-tap target g 1 presents a loss in SNR of 1 dB compared to the 5-tap target g 2 . This gap in SNR between g 1 and g 2 is reduced to only 0.4 dB using the NMBER algorithm. Such improvement in SNR for short target responses makes the NMBER algorithm very attractive for practical systems.
Next, also the LMSAM algorithm is taken into account. response g 0 at a disc capacity of 30 GB (f c = 0.26) and an equalizer length of 9 taps. The LMSAM scans the data for particular patterns and adapts the equalizer in order to minimize E[X . LMSAM equalizer adaptation is implemented as explained in [6] . For NMBER adaptation, α is taken to be equal to 0.3. Fig. 6 shows that the LMSAM algorithm presents a loss of 1 dB compared to the NMBER algorithm. This loss will increase at higher storage capacities. Moreover, with LMS adaptation, the target response g 0 is impractical and yields a loss in SNR of more than 5 dB compared to the NMBER equalizer adaptation. 
VI. Conclusions
A new equalizer adaptation scheme has been proposed for PRML systems. This new scheme seeks to minimize directly the bit-error rate. Based on analysis of Viterbi detection performance, we highlighted a practical cost function for equalizer adaptation. The latter was used to realize a remarkably simple matter experts for publication in the IEEE GLOBECOM 2005 proceedings. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject equalizer adaptation scheme. The proposed scheme incorporates a selection mechanism that enables equalizer adaptation only if the difference in path metrics, between selected and discarded paths from the Viterbi trellis, is smaller than a prescribed threshold. The actual version of the new adaptation scheme is not more complex than LMS. Moreover, because of the selection mechanism, the proposed algorithm presents an advantage in terms of power consumption especially for long equalizers. Simulation results for an idealized optical storage system showed that our scheme outperforms significantly the LMS scheme and yields an important gain over the LMSAM scheme especially at high recording densities. T for a bit sequence a k (see Fig. 7 ). The distance between two vectors is computed using the L2-norm given by: X 2 = X T X. Fig. 7 shows also the vector δ e = 1 2 (δ b+2e − δ b ) and the boundary decision of the VD. Let us then see what happens to the vector x after the NMBER equalizer adaptation. For this purpose let us assume that we receive a vector r and that the NMBER equalizer adaptation is enabled. The same vector r is assumed to be received again after equalizer adaptation.
First of all, one needs to note that what matters for detection is the orthogonal projection of = x − δ b over the vector δ e , i.e. AB = δ 
It is then visible that NMBER adaptation tries to shift the vector x outside the enabling subspace and as far as possible from the VD decision boundary such as to increase detection reliability (reliability can be seen, here, as the distance BC in Fig. 7 , between x and the VD decision boundary). When the vector x falls outside the enabling subspace, the VD will output the bit sequence b k with a high reliability. In this case the NMBER equalizer adaptation is disabled. However, because the LMSAM minimizes E[δ Compared to LMS or LMSAM, the NMBER algorithm does not spend equalization effort when this does not improve detection reliability and moreover, it is clear from (15) that when NMBER is enabled it always acts towards improved reliability.
